Abstract:

Conventional methods of protection, automation and communication based on secondary cables between substation primary plant within the High Voltage (HV) substation switchyard and control room equipment have limitations. It could be time consuming laborious fault diagnosis, lost time of plant down time, diversion of costly resources etc. Utilities have reported catastrophic instrument transformers failure disrupting normal power flow and causing unnecessary power outages. Advancement in digital technology and use of fibre optics in the switchyard equipment have given a new dimension to the application of Non-Conventional Instrument Transformer (NCIT) which has reached a level of maturity and performance. NCIT is an alternative to the Conventional Instrument Transformers (CIT) that offer significant benefit in terms of operational performance, safety, environmental values, and many engineering advantages.

New technology in substation protection, automation and control have made it possible to protect costly primary plant assets, such as switchgears and power transformers by using Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) in the protection schemes. Digital IEDs and Merging Units (MU) exchange Sampled Values (SV) and Generic Object Oriented Substation Events (GOOSE) via fibre optic cables in a process bus environment, replacing heavy copper wires. Use of Ethernet offer faster tripping in the event of a fault.

This presentation discusses digital protection schemes and NCITs, MU and IED’s using an Optimized Network Engineering Tool (OPNET) as well as a laboratory based experimentation. Understanding the End to End (ETE) delay in receiving time critical GOOSE and SV messages in a process bus scheme of a smart grid substation provides confidence to use NCITs in future grids.
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